This paper further extends RIn-Close CVC, a biclustering algorithm capable of performing an efficient, complete, correct and non-redundant enumeration of maximal biclusters with constant values on columns in numerical datasets. By avoiding a priori partitioning and itemization of the dataset, RIn-Close CVC implements an online partitioning, which is demonstrated here to guide to more informative biclustering results. The improved algorithm is called RIn-Close CVC3, keeps those attractive properties of RIn-Close CVC, as formally proved here, and is characterized by: a drastic reduction in memory usage; a consistent gain in runtime; additional ability to handle datasets with missing values; and additional ability to operate with attributes characterized by distinct distributions or even mixed data types. The experimental results include synthetic and real-world datasets used to perform scalability and sensitivity analyses. As a practical case study, a parsimonious set of relevant and interpretable mixed-attribute-type rules is obtained in the context of supervised descriptive pattern mining.
Introduction
Biclustering is a powerful data analysis technique that, essentially, consists in discovering submatrices indicating some regularities in a data matrix. It has been successfully applied in various domains, such as analysis of gene expression data, collaborative filtering, text mining, treatment of missing data, and dimensionality reduction. However, due to the complexity of the biclustering problems, most of the proposed biclustering algorithms are heuristic-based, leading to suboptimal solutions.
Nonetheless, in the areas of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM), and graph theory (GT), we have plenty of algorithms for enumerating all maximal biclusters with constant values (CTV) in a binary dataset. These maximal CTV biclusters are called formal concepts to the users of RIn-Close algorithms. We focus here on the RIn-Close CVC algorithm [44] , which enumerates biclusters with constant values on columns (CVC). This algorithm has already been applied with great success in gene ontology enrichment analysis [43] , screening and identification of biomarkers [43] , and identification of discriminative patterns in labeled datasets [45] . We propose here a new version of RIn-Close CVC [44] , named RIn-Close CVC3 2 , with the following novelties:
• RIn-Close CVC [44] is efficient in terms of runtime, but has a high computational cost in terms of memory usage. It must keep a symbol table in memory, whose keys are the row-sets of each found bicluster, to prevent a maximal bicluster to be found more than once. RIn-Close CVC3 does not use a symbol table to prevent redundant biclusters because the redundancy is avoided by further exploring the lexicographic order [15] . Nevertheless, this new version keeps the four aforementioned key properties of an enumerative biclustering algorithm. The experimental results show that in addition to a large reduction in memory usage, the new algorithm also brings an overall significant runtime gain [46] . This achievement opens new possibilities of application of enumerative algorithms with online partitioning.
• RIn-Close CVC [44] is conceptually based on the FCA algorithm In-Close2 [4] , but since then we have new versions of the baseline algorithm In-Close2: In-Close3 [5] , In-Close4 [6] , and In-Close5 [7] . In-Close2 was used as the starting point for In-Close4 3 , which achieves a better performance than In-Close2 by making use of empty intersections (or intersections with size less than a user-defined parameter) in the computation of formal concepts. In-Close5 improves In-Close4 by adding the feature of inheriting canonicity test failures. It is done in a simpler way when compared to what is done in previous existing algorithms, such as FCbO. Here, we generalize the contributions proposed in [6, 7] to incorporate them into RIn-Close CVC3, as will be explained along the manuscript. It promotes an even better runtime, specially for datasets with many attributes.
• It handles datasets with missing values by looking for biclusters exclusively in regions of the dataset with no missing values [43] . In this way, the sparser the matrix, the faster the enumeration [43] . This new ability can also be explored to avoid uninteresting biclusters, speeding up the enumeration process (for instance, if the user is not interested in biclusters with some specific values, these values can be interpreted as missing values). 2 We are naming our new algorithm RIn-Close CVC3 because we have used the name RIn-Close CVC2 [46] in an arXiv report where we first explained our strategy to remove the necessity of the symbol table present in RIn-Close CVC [44] . That report does not encompass the other novelties presented here. We use the RIn-Close CVC2 nomenclature in our experimental section to highlight the breakthrough promoted by the elimination of the symbol table. 3 In-Close3 is not competitive and is not going to influence our new proposal.
• It handles datasets characterized by attributes with very distinct distributions, and even mixed data types. For instance, RIn-Close CVC3 can enumerate biclusters from a mixed-attribute dataset, exhibiting numerical (discrete or continuous) and categorical (ordinal or nominal) attributes concomitantly [45] .
Other contributions of this work are:
• By the first time, we formally demonstrated that RIn-Close CVC and its new version, RIn-Close CVC3, have the four aforementioned key properties.
• More general types of biclusters, such as biclusters with coherent values (CHV) and orderpreserving submatrices (OPSM), can be mined from CVC biclusters, as stated in [19, 43] . So, advances in the enumeration of CVC biclusters bring immediate benefits to the enumeration of other types of biclusters.
• We provide a didactic example of how to handle mixed-attribute datasets using our new algorithm
RIn-Close CVC3.
• Following the formalization of enumerative biclustering approaches for non-binary datasets provided by Henriques et al. [18] , which divides the proposals into two classes (a priori and online partitioning), we by the first time provide an extensive didactic example that highlights strengths and peculiarities of the two classes of approaches. The conclusions that we draw from this example may help many analysts to choose the most indicated approach for their applications.
• We further explore the strong connection between biclustering and FPM and show that a bicluster provides all necessary information to build a (quantitative) itemset, which is a component of a (quantitative) association rule [1, 40] or the antecedent of a (quantitative) class association rule [32, 45] . Furthermore, rules are simple and interpretative formats to present biclusters to the user, indicating that enumerative biclustering techniques can bring great benefits to supervised descriptive pattern mining [35, 42] .
Our RIn-Close implementation is available at https://github.com/rveroneze/rinclose. We have updated all algorithms of the RIn-Close family to handle missing values and to incorporate the contributions proposed in [6, 7] .
Structure of the paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces definitions and a mathematical notation for biclustering, and gives a short view of related areas. Section 3 is devoted to connected works. Section 4 reviews the algorithms In-Close5 [7] and RIn-Close CVC [44] . Section 5 presents and analyzes the main contribution of this paper: the algorithm RIn-Close CVC3. Experimental results are discussed in Section 6, and we conclude in Section 7. Appendix A illustrates how to mine biclusters in a mixed-attribute dataset, and Appendix B compares the enumerative biclustering approaches with a priori and online partitioning.
Biclustering
The formalism used here to describe a bicluster is based on [44] . Let A n×m be a data matrix with the row index set X = {1, 2, ..., n} and the column index set Y = {1, 2, ..., m}. Each row represents an object, and each column represents an attribute. Each element a ij ∈ A holds the relationship between object i and attribute j. We use (X, Y ) to denote the entire matrix A. Considering that I ⊆ X and J ⊆ Y , A IJ = (I, J) corresponds to the submatrix of A with the row index subset I and column index subset J. Thus, a bicluster (I, J) is a k × s submatrix of the matrix A, not necessarily with contiguous rows and columns, such that it meets a certain internal consistency criterion [33] . A biclustering algorithm looks for a set of biclusters B = (I l , J l ), l = 1, ..., q, with the total number of biclusters, q, being dependent on the characteristics of the selected biclustering algorithm, on the constraints imposed (for instance, size and consistency criterion), and on the behavior of the dataset being analyzed. The coverage of a biclustering solution B is given by cov(B) = (I l ,J l ) I l × J l . The coverage metric indicates the portions of the dataset that is explored by a biclustering solution. The biclusters extract and summarize information from the covered areas.
Depending on the pattern of internal consistency, there are four major types of biclusters [33] :
(i) biclusters with constant values (CTV), (ii) biclusters with constant values on columns (CVC) or rows (CVR), (iii) biclusters with coherent values (CHV), and (iv) biclusters with coherent evolutions (CHE). There are many subtypes of CHE biclusters, with the order-preserving submatrix (OPSM) biclusters being the most popular among them.
Since we propose here a new version of RIn-Close CVC, we are focusing on CVC biclusters. Also, as CTV biclusters are a special case of CVC biclusters, we will give these two definitions in what follows. See [33, 44] for the definitions and examples of all types of biclusters. In our definitions, a user-defined parameter ≥ 0 determines the maximum perturbation (residue) allowed in a correct bicluster.
(1)
Biclusters that can be mined using = 0 are named here perfect biclusters, otherwise they are named perturbed biclusters. The RIn-Close family of algorithms [44] has specialized algorithms for mining perfect biclusters that are simpler and faster than their versions for mining perturbed biclusters. Proof. If a CTV bicluster has residue , it means that the maximum pairwise variation between its elements is . Given that the elements are not restricted to be part of the same column, the maximum variation per column, considering all the columns, may be less than . Therefore, ≤ .
The proof for a CVR bicluster is equivalent.
Maximality and monotonicity
Definition 2.4 (Maximal bicluster). Let (I, J) be a correct bicluster of any type, it is called a maximal bicluster if and only if:
• ∀x ∈ X \I, (I ∪{x}, J) is not a correct bicluster (there is no additional row that could be included in the bicluster without violating the desired pattern of internal consistency), and
is not a correct bicluster (the same for any additional column). where I × J ⊃ I × J, is not a correct bicluster.
Usually, the efficient enumerative algorithms of FCA and FPM areas are based on the (anti-) monotonicity property [9] , as well as the RIn-Close family of algorithms. In fact, we do not know any efficient enumerative biclustering algorithm that is not based on these properties. Our given definitions of CTV and CVC biclusters are in accordance with these two properties.
Generalization of the definition of a CVC bicluster
We propose a generalization of the definition of a CVC bicluster [44] that allows us to handle datasets characterized by attributes with distinct distributions, and even attributes with distinct data types:
where j ≥ 0 is the user-defined maximum allowed perturbation for attribute j.
In this way, attributes with different distributions, and even attributes of different data types can be jointly treated. An example of how to mine biclusters in a mixed-attribute dataset is provided in Appendix A. Remarkably, this new definition of CVC biclusters also meets the (anti)-monotonicity property, which is fundamental for enumerative algorithms.
Biclustering and formal concept analysis
Let A n×m = (X, Y ) be a binary data matrix. In FCA, any binary matrix can be referred as a formal context in the form:
Definition 2.6 (Formal Context). A formal context is a triple (X, Y, Z) of two sets X and Y , and a binary relation Z ⊆ X × Y .
For a subset I ⊆ X, we define I ↑ = {y ∈ Y |a iy = 1, ∀i ∈ I} as the set of attributes common to all the objects in I. Similarly, for a subset J ⊆ Y , we define J ↓ = {x ∈ X|a xj = 1, ∀j ∈ J} as the set of objects common to all the attributes in J. with I ⊆ X, J ⊆ Y , and such that I ↑ = J, and J ↓ = I.
The row-set I of a formal concept (I, J) is called extent, and the column-set J is called intent. By the definition, though many subsets I can generate the same subset J, only the largest (closed) subset I is part of a formal concept. The same reasoning is valid for J. Therefore, a formal concept is a maximal CTV bicluster of 1's in a binary data matrix.
Formal concepts are partially ordered by ( where J is a quantitative itemset and c is a class label.
Let J be equal to the column indexes of the attributes in J. Let I be the set of objects that meets the requirement imposed by the quantitative itemset J:
the pair (I, J) is a CVC bicluster. So, a CVC bicluster (I, J) provides all the necessary information to build a quantitative itemset (that is a component of a QAR or of a QCAR), and vice versa.
We highlight that quantitative association rules are generally divided into two classes in the literature: frequent rules and distributional rules [52] . Our definitions are based on frequent rules because it is the case that has a direct relation with the biclustering problem. See [52] for more details about distributional rules.
Biclustering and supervised descriptive pattern mining
Data analysis is generally divided into two main groups: predictive and descriptive tasks. Predictive tasks involve models used to estimate a target variable. Descriptive tasks aim at finding comprehensive patterns on unlabeled data. However, several application domains sometimes require that the detected patterns somehow match previously intended patterns, giving rise to the concept of supervised descriptive pattern mining [35, 42] (also called supervised descriptive rule discovery).
Supervised descriptive discovery gathers the following main tasks [42] : contrast set mining, emerging pattern mining, subgroup discovery, class association rules mining, and exceptional model mining.
Given the strong connection between biclustering and FPM, with the possibility of mining QCARs by means of biclustering, we claim that enumerative biclustering algorithms can be successfully applied in supervised descriptive pattern mining. We will provide some examples in Section 6 that illustrate the ability of our approach in finding rules that properly describe the variable of interest.
We also remark that, once it was properly characterized [32] , CARs have gained an increasing attention due to their descriptive power and many research studies have considered these rules not only for descriptive purposes but also to form accurate classifiers [42] , known as associative classifiers.
Related works
Given that biclustering can be interpreted as a challenging combinatorial optimization task, most of the existing algorithms are heuristic-based, potentially producing suboptimal biclustering solutions [18] . On the other hand, enumerative approaches based on FCA, FPM, or GT promote an exhaustive yet efficient search. As already mentioned, in these areas we have plenty of algorithms for enumerating all maximal CTV biclusters of ones in a binary dataset. These algorithms are also explored for the enumeration of biclusters in non-binary datasets. In their survey, Henriques et al. [18] divided the enumerative biclustering approaches in two classes: with a priori partitioning (named here Class1) and
with online partitioning (named here Class2). Appendix B provides an extensive didactic example that highlights strengths and peculiarities of the two classes of approaches.
Class1 relies on the usage of traditional FPM / FCA / GT enumerative algorithms by means of preprocessing the original dataset in order to obtain an itemized dataset (see Appendix B for details), which is essentially a binary dataset. Thus, any traditional enumerative algorithm can be used to mine the biclusters. Class2 is composed of enumerative biclustering algorithms that handles directly non-binary datasets by extending / generalizing traditional methods based on the (anti-)monotonicity property. This is the case of the RIn-Close family of biclustering algorithms.
The main drawback of Class1 approaches is that even if one is able to perform an optimized partitioning, which is generally not the case and tends to guide to a combinatorial explosion of possibilities,
there will be loss of information, simply because Class1 algorithms resort to an a priori partitioning operation. Any a priori and feasible partitioning involves loss of information and can not perform what an online partitioning procedure would produce. Working directly on the numerical dataset, proposals from Class2, such as RIn-Close CVC, perform an online checking for correctness at the time the biclusters are being built.
Hence, Class2 approaches are more flexible than Class1 approaches. Besides, according to the convenience of the user, pre-processing (such as normalization, scaling, or partitioning) of any attribute is fully admissible for the Class2 approaches as well. Nonetheless, the extension / generalization of traditional FPM / FCA algorithms implies an extra computational cost, and reducing this burden is one of the main purposes here. Although we have many efficient enumerative algorithms in traditional FCA / FPM, this is yet not true for online partitioning. In what follows, we list all known Class2 algorithms for enumerating CVC biclusters that are direct competitors of RIn-Close CVC algorithms.
RAP [38] is an algorithm to mine CVR (CVC) biclusters that is based on Apriori [2] . Apriori-based algorithms mine all frequent itemsets, not only the closed frequent itemsets. We emphasize that the usage of algorithms for mining closed frequent itemsets instead of frequent itemsets drastically reduces the number of biclusters due to non-redundancy, and without any information loss. The authors of RAP did not describe their strategy to avoid redundancy, but we conjecture that the best that can be done is a pairwise comparison of biclusters with k and k + 1 columns or checking the maximality of each bicluster in the original dataset (by trying to add more columns).
ET-bicluster [17] extends the previous approach, RAP, to discover noisy CVR (CVC) biclusters, although an exhaustive enumeration of biclusters is not guaranteed. ET-bicluster also adopts an Apriori-like strategy, generating (k + 1)-level biclusters from k-level biclusters.
In [12, 13] , the authors proposed a method based on partition pattern structures (PPS) [8] . While FCA algorithms mine formal concepts, PPS algorithms mines partition pattern concepts (pp-concepts).
In [12] , the CVC biclusters extracted from the pp-concepts are perfect. The proposal in [13] generalizes it by using equivalence relations [9] , so it can mine perturbed CVC biclusters as well. However, the authors imposed that the partitions should be disjoint. Other important aspect is that, while a ppconcept (B, d) (where B is the columns and d is the partitions of the pp-concept) is maximal by definition, a bicluster (p, B) (with p ∈ d) mined from the pp-concept (B, d) can be non-maximal.
In [23] , the authors revisited the proposals of mining CVC biclusters using interval pattern structures (IPS) [24] and PPS [12, 13] (in this work, the partitions are not restricted to be disjoint). They also proposed an approach based on Triadic Concept Analysis (TCA) [31] . Again we have that interval pattern concepts and triadic concepts are maximal by definition, but not all CVC biclusters extracted from them are maximal.
So, the difference among PPS, IPS, and TCA techniques is not given by the final number of maximal biclusters, but by the number of concepts found and their post-processing complexity to extract the maximal biclusters from them [23] . For instance, according to Codocedo and Napoli [13] , their experiments showed that less than 20% of the pp-concepts within the pp-lattice actually hold a maximal bicluster. Thus, the efficiency of these proposals depends on the efficiency of the additional step of redundancy suppression. According to Kaytoue et al. [23] , the post-processing of TCA is However, in [12, 13] , the authors proposed a much faster strategy to suppress redundancy in PPS by breaking the pp-lattice during its construction. They show that it is possible to know if a bicluster (p, B) mined from the pp-concept (B, d) is maximal by means of looking to the super pp-concepts of the pp-concept (B, d). It is still necessary to mine the super-sub pp-concepts in order to promote the verifications, so the overall worst-case of this proposal will not have time complexity linear in the number of maximal biclusters. Nevertheless, according to Kaytoue et al. [23] , this strategy cuts in half the runtime, being the fastest one among the three approaches. Therefore, as PPS is the fastest competitor, we will compare its performance against RIn-Close CVC algorithms in the experimental section of this work. Still according to Kaytoue et al. [23] , similar improvements for IPS and TCA could also be implemented but are still a matter of research. Table 1 summarizes the above considerations. As far as we known, RIn-Close CVC algorithms are the only ones that exhibit the four key properties (efficiency, completeness, correctness and nonredundancy) when enumerating CVC biclusters with a maximum perturbation . 
Important issues of enumerative biclustering
Some important aspects of enumerative biclustering are out of the scope of this work, so we strongly recommend the reading of the survey of Henriques et al. [18] and our previous work [44] for a more complete overview of this area. Here, we will talk briefly about some of these issues and indicate some additional references.
It is well known in FCA and FPM that the number of biclusters in an enumerative solution can be huge, even using condensed representations such as maximal biclusters. Besides, a bicluster may have a high internal consistency but not be relevant for some user's applications. In the literature, there are many general metrics that can help the user to filter a biclustering solution, for instance see [21, 22, 28, 30, 34, 50, 53] , but also the user can incorporate domain knowledge to the filter [20] .
Moreover, a biclustering solution can have many biclusters with large overlap between them, which makes it even harder to pick the ones that matter. Noise is one of the responsible for fragmenting a single bicluster into several ones with high overlapping [51] . Proposals for post-processing the biclustering solution based on the overlap between the biclusters can be found in [36, 47, 51] . We highlight that it is also possible to mitigate the noise effect on the enumeration by preprocessing the input data, see [19] for details.
Choosing the parameters of enumerative biclustering algorithms, with a priori or online partitioning, may not be an easy task, especially for new users. For this reason, BicPAM [19] makes available a data-driven parameterization that relies on estimation procedures and on convergence criteria based on thresholds such as coverage, thus providing a good background for the parameterization of enumerative biclustering.
When focused on handling missing values, our proposal is essentially the same as that one proposed in BicPAM [19] when considering the restrictive alternative. As BicPAM works with a priori partitioning, in the less constrained alternatives, Henriques and Madeira also proposed the usage of additional items handled according to a level of relaxation defined by the user. Thus, the biclusters can carry estimations of the missing values, but we can have biclusters with different estimations for the same missing value. Anyway, it is another possible approach to handle the missing values. Naturally, standard techniques, such as imputation, can also be used.
Recapping principles from biclustering searches
In this section, we will review In-Close5 [7] and RIn-Close CVC [44] , the starting points for RIn-Close CVC3. As In-Close5 [7] incorporates the contribution of In-Close4 [6] , it is sufficient to review it to exhibit the contributions that will be generalized and incorporated into RIn-Close CVC. Respectively, the problems solved by In-Close5 and RIn-Close CVC are:
Problem solved by In-Close5: Mine all maximal CTV biclusters of 1's from a binary data matrix A n×m , with the enumeration process being (1) efficient, (2) complete, (3) correct, and (4) nonredundant.
Problem solved by RIn-Close CVC: Given a user-defined parameter ≥ 0, mine all maximal CVC biclusters with maximum perturbation from a numerical data matrix A n×m , with the enumeration process being (1) efficient, (2) complete, (3) correct, and (4) non-redundant.
In-Close5
In discrete mathematics, combinations have a lexicographical order, for instance, {1, 2, 3} comes before {1, 2, 4}, and also before {1, 3} [3] . Ganter [15] showed how the lexicographical order of formal concepts can be used to avoid the search of repeated results. The CbO algorithm [27] and its variants, which is the case of In-Close5 [7] and its predecessors [3, 4, 5, 6] , implement it in an efficient way, which was named canonicity test [26] .
Algorithm 1 shows In-Close5 pseudocode. It is invoked with an initial pair (I, J) = (X, ∅) (which is called the supremum formal concept), an initial attribute index y = 1, and two empty sets P = ∅ and N = ∅. The difference between In-Close2 and In-Close5 are related to the sets P and N , which do not exist in In-Close2 (more details will be given in what follows).
In In-Close algorithms, each formal concept (I, J) is incrementally closed, i.e., its column-set J is incrementally completed with all possible columns for the row-set I. So, during the closure of a formal concept, In-Close5 iterates across the attributes (line 1). If the current attribute j is not skipped (line 2), In-Close5 computes the extent of a candidate new formal concept G (line 3). If the size of G is less than the value of the user-defined parameter minRow, the descendants of the current formal concept (I, J) can skip the current attribute j because: If a parent extent intersected with an attribute-extent results in a set with less than minRow elements, then any subset (child) of the parent extent intersected with the same attribute-extent will also result in a set with less than minRow elements [6] . The set P stores such attributes (line 15). If the size of G is equal to the size of I (line 5), this means that the row-set G is equal to the current row-set I, then the attribute j is added to the current column-set J (line 6). Otherwise, In-Close5 tests if G is canonical (line 8). If yes, the current formal concept (I, J) will give rise to a child formal concept, which is placed in a queue (line 9). After the closure of the current formal concept (I, J), In-Close5 starts closing its descendants (lines 17 to 19) . Notice that the descendants of the bicluster (I, J) inherit its intent J (line 18).
The canonicity test is as follows. Letting J be the current column-set, and j be the current attribute, the row-set G of a candidate new formal concept is not canonical if
This means that there is an attribute k < j, where the submatrix (G, J ∪ {k}) is a CTV bicluster of 1's.
Concerning the update of the set N in the pseudocode. Let y be the starting attribute for the current cycle. Let us say, in a failed canonicity test, that the smallest attribute where the test failed is k (line 11). If k ≥ y then an extent, H, where G ⊆ H, has been discovered in the current cycle at k (and is waiting in the current queue). And there may be other extents discovered after k but before j that are also supersets of G and are also in the queue. Thus, if k ≥ y, the current attribute, j, will be required at the next level to be examined by the children in the queue: G may be canonical with respect to one of the children or j may be an attribute in the intent of a child and thus required to be added. However, if k < y, the formal concept with extent G and its children has already been computed and processed. Thus no child in the current queue, or subsequent child, needs to examine j. In other words, if k < y then j can be inherited as a canonicity test failure -all subsequent children can skip j in the cycle. The set N stores such attributes (line 13). if j / ∈ J and j / ∈ P and j / ∈ N then 3:
if |G| ≥ minRow then 5: if |G| = |I| then 6:
if G is canonical then 9:
PutInQueue(G, j) In-Close5((G, H), j + 1, P, N, An×m, minRow)
In addition to the minimum number of rows minRow, we can easily add a minimum number of columns minCol to In-Close5. While In-Close5 loops through the attributes, a formal concept (I, J) can be discarded if, even adding all remaining attributes to its column-set, it will not meet the minimum number of columns minCol (therefore, its next descendants will not meet the minimum number of columns minCol as well). Although this restriction can be checked only during the closure of a formal concept, it will also prune the search space and save computational resources because (i) it stops the construction of a formal concept that will be discarded later, given that it does not meet minCol, and (ii) it avoids generating descendants that will not meet minCol as well. The same is true for the RIn-Close algorithms [44] .
Worst-case complexity -The number of recursive calls is equal to the number of formal concepts in the data matrix, q. Inside the loop throughout the attributes (line 1 of Algorithm 1), the most costly part is the canonicity test. Its worst-case time is O(nm). Thus, the overall worst-case of In-Close5 is
In-Close5 has two more structures than In-Close2 (the sets P and N ). However, it has exactly the same memory usage of In-Close2 because of the strategies adopted by Andrews in his implementation (see the details in his paper [7] ).
RIn-Close CVC
The generalization of In-Close algorithms to enumerate all maximal perfect CVC biclusters is straightforward and is denoted RIn-Close CVCP. We have only one major difference: in In-Close algorithms, each bicluster (I, J) can generate just one descendant per attribute, whereas in RIn-Close CVCP, each bicluster (I, J) can generate multiple descendants per attribute [44] . It happens because In-Close algorithms looks for blocks of 1's, whereas RIn-Close CVCP looks for maximal blocks of constant values on columns.
However, the generalization of In-Close algorithms to enumerate all maximal perturbed CVC biclusters is not so simple because not only a bicluster (I, J) is able to generate multiple descendants per attribute, but also overlap may occur between their row-sets [44] .
In this scenario, since a bicluster (I, J) is able to generate multiple descendants per attribute, with a possible superposition among their row-sets (sharing minRow rows or more in their row-sets), it is necessary to take some actions to avoid the generation of redundant biclusters (either enumerating the same bicluster more than once or mining non-maximal biclusters in their row-sets).
To solve the first problem, i.e., enumerating the same bicluster more than once, the first version of RIn-Close CVC [44] tracks the row-sets that have already been generated using efficient symbol table implementations, such as hash tables (HTs) or balanced search trees (BSTs). The symbol table's keys are given by the row-sets, in such a way that the rows in a row-set are in their ascending (or descending) order. Notice that two distinct maximal CVC biclusters must have two distinct row-sets (see Property 4.1). Thus, RIn-Close CVC [44] does not mine the same bicluster more than once. Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that (I 1 , J 1 ) and (I 1 , J 2 ) are two distinct maximal CVC biclusters of the data matrix A n×m . Then there is not a CVC bicluster (
is a CVC bicluster, which contradicts our assumption.
To solve the second problem, i.e., mining non-maximal biclusters in their row-sets, RIn-Close CVC [44] verifies if the bicluster is row-maximal. Considering the Definition 2.4, we see that it can be done by testing all rows in X \ G, where G is the row-set of the candidate new bicluster. However, it is possible to test a much smaller number of rows. We call Γ the set of rows that must be checked to verify the row-maximality of the descendants of a bicluster. We will explain how to compute Γ in what follows.
Algorithm 2 presents the pseudocode of RIn-Close CVC [44] . It is invoked with an initial pair (I, J) = (X, ∅), an initial attribute y = 1, and an empty set Γ = ∅. The symbol table that tracks the biclusters that have already been mined is called ST in the pseudocode.
if maxi∈I (aij) − mini∈I (aij) ≤ then Compute the possible new row-sets // Eq. 5
7:
for each possible new row-set G do 8: if |G| ≥ minRow and G / ∈ ST and G is canonical and G is row-maximal then 9:
Insert G in the symbol table ST 10:
Ω ← ComputeRM (G, j, Γ, I, An×m, minRow, ) // Algorithm 3 11: PutInQueue(G, j, Ω) 12: ProcessBicluster((I, J)) 13: while GetFromQueue(G, j, Ω) do 14: H ← J ∪ {j} 15: RIn-Close CVC((G, H), j + 1, Ω, An×m, minRow, )
Although RIn-Close CVC is more elaborate than In-Close algorithms, the pseudocode has the same structure. So, each bicluster (I, J) is incrementally closed, i.e., its column-set J is completed with all possible columns for the row-set I. If the attribute j is not an inherited attribute and it cannot be added to the column-set J, the possible new row-sets are computed (line 6). Given that I is the current row-set, and j is the current attribute, the possible new row-sets are given by
It is easily achieved by sorting the values of the data matrix A in rows I and column j. After ordering, just scroll through the vector looking for the sets of values that meet the user-defined maximum perturbation .
Letting J be the current column-set, and j be the current attribute, the row-set G of a possible new bicluster is not canonical if
i.e., if there is an attribute k < j that we can add to the bicluster (G, J) and it remains a CVC bicluster. Also, the candidate new bicluster with row-set G is not row-maximal if there is an object g ∈ Γ that we can add to the bicluster (G, J ∪ {j}) and it remains a CVC bicluster, i.e.,
Algorithm 3 ComputeRM(G, j, Γ, I, A n×m , minRow, )
Output: new set of rows to check the row-maximality Γnew Proof. RIn-Close CVC is a generalization of In-Close2, so we need only to show that the generalization steps keep these 4 properties:
(1) Efficiency: RIn-Close CVC has also at most polynomial time in the input size. If it is using a BST, it has worst-case time complexity quasi-linear, more specifically, linearithmic in the number of biclusters. If it is using a HT, its worst-case time is quadratic in the number of biclusters, however, under reasonable assumptions, it will have linear time in the number of biclusters. respectively). Supposing that the parent bicluster (I, J) is correct, so the bicluster (G, J) is also correct because G ⊂ I. We can affirm that the parent bicluster (I, J) is correct by induction, since (i) a bicluster having the column in which it was generated and the columns it gained during its closure is correct by construction, and (ii) the supremum bicluster (ancestor of all biclusters) starts with no columns to pass to its descendants.
(4) Non-Redundancy: As in In-Close2, the column-set of a bicluster is maximal after its closure.
However, we must check if a candidate new bicluster with row-set G is row-maximal. We could do this by testing all rows in X \ G, but it is sufficient to test the rows in the set Γ. Why? The rows in Γ are computed taking into account that each bicluster must have at least minRow rows, and all its columns must have at most perturbation . Thus, the attribute j of the new bicluster, where it was generated, is used as reference to compute a set of rows that must belong to the set Γ: based on the minRow-th smaller and minRow-th larger values of the column j of the new bicluster, rows that could generated a CVC bicluster are added to Γ. Furthermore, the set Γ of a new bicluster inherits the set of rows to check the row-maximality from all its ancestors. With this inheritance, all rows that could possibly generate a CVC bicluster are kept tracked.
In addition to the inherited canonicity test of In-Close2, RIn-Close CVC also uses a symbol table for the prevention of mining the same (maximal) bicluster more than once. The keys of the symbol table are the ordered row-sets of the mined biclusters. Thus, as each maximal CVC bicluster has a unique row-set, RIn-Close CVC will not enumerate the same bicluster more than once.
RIn-Close CVC3
We saw in Subsection 4.2 that during the closure of a CVC bicluster (I, J), it can be generated multiple descendants per attribute with overlap between their row-sets. Therefore, without some extra care, an enumerative algorithm based on the search engine of In-Close2 could return redundant biclusters (either enumerating the same bicluster more than once or mining non-maximal biclusters in their row-sets), thus bringing forth the overlapping row-sets problem.
RIn-Close CVC3 deals with the overlapping row-sets problem in a more efficient way than RIn-Close CVC [44] , thereby gathering relevant improvements to the task of biclusters' enumeration. Besides that, we prepare this new version to handle datasets with missing values, attributes with distinct distributions, and mixed data types, fully exploring the definition of a CVC bicluster given by Definition 2.5. Lastly, we generalize the contributions proposed in [6, 7] to incorporate them into our new version. Notice that RIn-Close CVC [44] is conceptually based on In-Close2 [4] .
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode of RIn-Close CVC3. Unlike RIn-Close CVC, it does not have a symbol table ST and neither the checking of row-maximality. Instead, it has a checking that we call row-canonical to deal with the overlapping row-sets problem. The expression a ij = mv means: the element a ij is not a missing value. It is invoked with an initial pair (I, J) = (X, ∅), an initial attribute y = 1, and two empty sets Γ = ∅ and P N = ∅.
In this new version, the possible new row-sets are given by
given that I is the current row-set, and j is the current attribute. As we already know, it is easily achieved by ordering the values of the data matrix A n×m in rows I and column j. The user should use a large number to represent the missing values (mv), so the missing values will be at the bottom of the ordered list, and this whole portion of the list can be ignored.
The canonicity test is update as follows. Letting J be the current column-set, and j be the current attribute, a possible new row-set G of a bicluster is not canonical if
Algorithm 4 RIn-Close CVC3((I, J), y, Γ, P N, A n×m , minRow, )
1: for j ← y to m do 2:
if j / ∈ J and j / ∈ P N then 3: if maxi∈I (aij) − mini∈I (aij) ≤ j and aij = mv, ∀i ∈ I then Compute the possible new row-sets // Eq. 8 8: for each possible new row-set G do 9: if |G| ≥ minRow then 10: a1 ← f alse 11: if G is canonical then 12: a2 ← f alse 13: if G is row-canonical then 14 :
Ω ← ComputeRM (G, j, Γ, I, An×m, minRow, j ) // Algorithm 3 15: PutInQueue(G, j, Ω) if k ≥ y then 19: a2 ← f alse 20:
else 21: a3 ← true 22: if a1 = true or (a2 = true and a3 = true) then The new row-canonicity works as follows. Letting J be the current column-set, j the current attribute, J <j the set of all attributes of J up to j, H = J <j ∪ {j}, and Γ the set of rows that must be checked to verify the row-canonicity, the candidate new bicluster with row-set G is not row-canonical if (1) there is an object g ∈ Γ that we can add to the bicluster (G, H) so that it remains a CVC bicluster, i.e.,
or (2) there is another bicluster with lower lexicographic order in the rows that could be the parent of the candidate new bicluster, i.e.,
where I <g is the set of all objects of I up to g (g / ∈ I by definition).
The idea behind the row-canonical function is as follows. If a bicluster can be created from more than one bicluster on different columns, it must be created in the most posterior column. If a bicluster can be created from more than one bicluster in the same column j, it must be created by the bicluster with the lowest lexicographic order in its row-set. Besides, the first part of the function row-canonical also ensures that a new bicluster is row-maximal.
The set of rows that must be checked to verify the row-canonicity is also computed by Algorithm 3.
However, line 3 of Algorithm 3 must be updated to
in order to handle missing values and Definition 2.5. Fig. 1 exhibits four synthetic datasets. We are going to use them to illustrate how the row-canonical test works. In what follows, let us consider the following parameters: minRow = 2 and = 1.
Concerning the dataset of Fig. 1(a) . There is a bicluster with row-set I a = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, whose In the case of the dataset of Fig. 1(c Concerning the dataset of Fig. 1(d So far we covered the main differences between the RIn-Close CVC3 and RIn-Close CVC algorithms. But we still have to explain how we have incorporated the contributions proposed in [6, 7] into RIn-Close CVC3, which was done by means of the set P N in the pseudocode. We presented the In-Close5 pseudocode with two distinct sets, P and N , for didactic purposes, but as explained by Andrews [7] , the information of the sets P and N can be stored in the same set, thus saving computational resources.
Following Andrew's reasoning [7] , we have that if the current bicluster (I, J) is unable to produce, in the current attribute j, a candidate row-set G that meets the size restriction minRow, so will its descendants. Also, if the canonicity test fails in some attribute k < y (where y is the starting attribute for the current cycle) for all candidate row-set G that meets the size restriction minRow, then j can be inherited as a canonicity test failure. In short, the set P N will be updated (line 23 of Algorithm 4)
if no candidate new row-set G (1) meets the size restriction minRow, or (2) is canonical and none of the canonicity tests fails in an attribute k ≥ y.
Our implementation of RIn-Close CVC3 has a structure to store the set P N . We could use the same strategy adopted by Andrews [7] to avoid this new structure, but it would require several modifications to our current implementation. So, as it has an insignificant impact on the memory usage (see our experimental results in Section 6), we chose to use this extra structure.
Worst-case complexity -The symbol Proof. We only need to show that the new features of RIn-Close CVC3 (when compared to RIn-Close CVC) keeps these 4 properties.
(1) Efficiency: RIn-Close CVC3 has time complexity linear in the number of biclusters and polynomial in the input size.
(2) Completeness: The row-canonicity will not lose a (maximal) bicluster because a new candidate bicluster will only be discarded if (1) there is a bicluster (G ∪ {g}, J <j ∪ {j}), which may create it in a column greater than j (g ∈ Γ), or (2) there is another bicluster with lower lexicographic order in its row-set, which may create it in the column j. (4) Non-Redundancy: We have already shown that the set Γ contains all rows that could possibly generate a CVC bicluster due to the overlapping row-sets problem.
The first part of the row-canonicity test (see Eq. 10) ensures that a candidate new bicluster that is not row-maximal will be discarded.
In the case of mining the same bicluster more than once, we can have two situations: a bicluster can be created by more than one bicluster (1) on different columns, and/or (2) in a same column j. The second part ensures that a new bicluster will only be created in a column j by the bicluster with the lowest lexicographical order in its row-set. Therefore, the test fails if there is a CVC bicluster with row-set {I <g ∪ {g} ∪ G} < I and column-set J <j (remark that G ⊂ I and if I <g = I, then the bicluster (I <g ∪ {g} ∪ G, J <j ) is incorrect by definition since I is a maximal row-set).
Experimental results
We evaluated RIn-Close CVC3 on both synthetic and real-world datasets, and we will outline here the advantages of this new version when compared to its previous versions. First of all, we evaluated RIn-Close CVC3 on synthetic datasets and tested its performance when varying fundamental characteristics of a dataset, thus providing an overall estimative about its scalability in practice. Secondly, we tested RIn-Close CVC3's performance on real-world datasets by analyzing its sensitivity to the maximum perturbation allowed in a bicluster, and performed a comparison between the ability to extract information using online and a priori partitioning. The results produced by the online partitioning of RIn-Close CVC3 will clearly reveal that a priori partitioning, even followed by enumerative biclustering, involves loss of information. Lastly, we applied RIn-Close CVC3 in the analysis of mixed-attribute datasets, aiming to discover supervised descriptive rules. We again performed a comparison between the solutions provided by using a priori partitioning and RIn-Close CVC3. The results also show that RIn-Close CVC3 is able to mine interesting rules that can appropriately describe the decision variable of a labeled dataset.
The experiments were carried out on a PC Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770K CPU @ 3.5 GHz, 32GB of RAM, and running under Ubuntu 14.04. For each configuration, we created 50 different synthetic datasets to compute the median runtimes and memory usage. We chose the median, not the mean, because the median is less sensitive to outliers. For the same configuration, the results may vary because the positioning of the biclusters is random. From FCA, we know that the placement of the biclusters in a dataset makes all difference in the runtime because less failures in the canonicity tests imply faster execution time [10] .
Scalability issues
Remark that all versions of RIn-Close CVC produce exactly the same biclustering solution, finding all the planted biclusters without losing any row or column. Figure 2 shows the runtime and the memory usage for the different configurations. We included RIn-Close CVCP as a baseline for comparison.
Since RIn-Close CVCP looks for perfect biclusters, it was applied to datasets without the Gaussian noise. Figure 2 shows the memory usage only when varying the number n of rows of the dataset since the results are essentially the same for all other variables.
The memory usage of RIn-Close CVC3 was equivalent to the memory usage of RIn-Close CVCP and RIn-Close CVC2, being much better than the one of RIn-Close CVC. Therefore, the alternative presented here to the symbol table used in RIn-Close CVC promotes a breakthrough in terms of memory usage. Besides, the extra vector used in our implementation of RIn-Close CVC3 (to store the set P N of Algorithm 4), when compared to RIn-Close CVC2, had no impact in the memory usage. RIn-Close CVC3 also brings an overall significant runtime gain, even having a higher worstcase time-complexity than RIn-Close CVC. In terms of runtime, RIn-Close CVC3 strongly outperforms its previous versions, and even RIn-Close CVCP. It indicates that an expressive gain was achieved with the incorporation of the contributions proposed in [6, 7] into the RIn-Close algorithms. Notice also that the runtime of RIn-Close CVC3 was even close to the runtime of RIn-Close CVCP*, which is
RIn-Close CVCP updated with these contributions. 
Sensitivity analysis
This experiment aims to test the runtime and memory usage when real-world datasets are considered, as well as the coverage of the biclustering solutions. For this, we used three gene expression datasets, and tested the algorithms' sensitivity to the parameter . This parameter defines the maximum perturbation allowed in the biclusters and, therefore, it is related to the coverage and the number of biclusters that will be found in a dataset [44] . In turn, the number of biclusters in the solution is strongly related to the runtime. Table 2 shows the main properties of the three real-world datasets that we used in our experiments.
All of them was downloaded from the NCBI repository 4 . The attributes of the datasets have a skewed distribution, so we took the logarithm of the values of these datasets. We also scaled the data of each column to real-values between 0 and 1, which enables the usage of the same value of for all attributes of a dataset. For simplicity, we also considered only 3 decimal places and multiplied the values by 1000. Thus, the values of the maximum perturbation are presented as integers.
We ran the algorithms for 50 times to compute the average runtime and memory usage. We looked for biclusters with at least 3 columns, and Table 2 shows the minimum number of rows, minRow, used for each dataset. The parameter minRow was set as 5% of the number n of rows of each dataset. We compared the efficiency of RIn-Close CVC algorithms with their best contender, PPS (see Section 3 for details). Forcing all algorithms to yield exactly the same solution, the redundancy produced by PPS was suppressed. Our PPS's implementation is available at https://sourceforge.net/projects/ pps-cpp/. RIn-Close CVC3 presented an even better runtime, specially for the datasets with more attributes.
Number of Biclusters
The higher the number of attributes, the greater the number of canonicity tests tends to be (and, consequently, inherited canonicity test failures). When comparing RIn-Close CVC algorithms against its best competitor, PPS, we notice that all versions of RIn-Close CVC are better than PPS in terms of runtime, but PPS is better than the first version of RIn-Close CVC in terms of memory usage. The coverage is a monotonically non-decreasing function of the value of [44] . However, as we can see, the coverage does not grow as fast as the number of biclusters for these datasets. It happened due to bicluster overlapping [44] : indicating that we are finding new biclusters in portions of the dataset explored with lower values of . Remarkably, the number of biclusters will start to decrease when achieves a sufficiently high value and, indeed, the entire dataset will be considered a single bicluster if the value of is high enough [44] . Those scenarios are not explored here and we invite the reader to see more details about the relationship between number of biclusters, coverage and overlap in our previous work [44] .
We also performed a comparison between the dataset's coverage using online partitioning, such as done by RIn-Close CVC, and a priori partitioning. For that, we set the maximum perturbation of RIn-Close CVC and the bin-width of the partitioning equally. We used RIn-Close CVCP to mine the biclusters in the partitioned datasets (but we could have itemized the datasets and used some traditional FCA / FPM algorithm as well, see Appendix B for details). Table 3 shows the results. As expected, the obtained coverage with the online partitioning is much better than the obtained coverage with a priori partitioning, even resorting to enumerative biclustering algorithms in both cases. 
Supervised descriptive pattern mining
This experimental analysis first provides a comparison between biclustering enumerative solutions with a priori and online partitioning of the numerical attributes of a mixed-attribute dataset. We focused on labeled datasets with the main aim of mining QCARs, i.e, to find a set of attributes together with their values that properly describe the target variable. Thereby, we show how the biclusters yield a parsimonious set of relevant rules, providing useful and interpretable models for a dataset. Table 4 describes the mixed-attribute datasets used in our experiments. All of them were downloaded from the UCI Repository 5 . The dataset Acute has two decision variables, and we will provide results for both of them. We use the following equal-width binning rules to partition the numerical attributes: Scott, Freedman-Diaconis (FD), Sturges, and Square Root (SQRT). All of them are provided by the binning functions of MATLAB, Python, and others. We use RIn-Close CVCP to enumerate the biclusters in the partitioned datasets. For the numerical attributes, we also use these binning rules to provide the value of the parameter of RIn-Close CVC3, and we set = 0 for the categorical attributes. We set minRow = 5 and minCol = 1, for both RIn-Close CVC3 and RIn-Close CVCP. A bicluster was considered an interesting QCAR if its confidence was at least 0.95, and its minimum distance from 1 for the lift metric was at least 0.2 [42] . Table 5 shows the number of biclusters of the solutions with online and a priori partitioning of the numerical attributes. We notice that the number of biclusters of the results with online partitioning is always greater than the number of biclusters of the results with a priori partitioning. As we know, when we use an equal-width binning to determine the arity of the partitioning (equal to the value of the parameter of RIn-Close CVC3), enumerative biclustering solutions with a priori partitioning is contained in the enumerative biclustering solutions with online partitioning (missing some biclusters, and finding only parts of some others). Given that the gross number of obtained biclusters is high, it seems reasonable to apply some filter to detect only relevant biclusters. So, it remains to know if the number of relevant biclusters is also greater when not using a priori partitioning. Table 6 shows the number of interesting QCARs selected from the enumerative solutions. For the Acute dataset, we are presenting the results for the two decision variables, D1 and D2, respectively. As we can see, there is loss of relevant biclusters with the a priori partitioning of the numerical attributes, leading to a lower row-coverage for the Heart and Australian datasets, which have more numerical attributes than the Acute dataset (which has only 1 numerical attribute). Table 7 shows some rules for the Acute (for both the 1st and 2nd decision variables), Heart, and
Australian datasets. It also shows the completeness (also called recall), confidence, lift and leverage of each rule [42] . We can notice how the CVC biclusters can provide a useful and interpretable model for a dataset by means of association rules, specifically QCARs in this case.
For instance, for the Acute dataset, we can observe that almost all the patients with inflammation of urinary bladder presented urine pushing (continuous need for urination) and micturition pains. In the same way, we can observe that almost all the patients with nephritis of renal pelvis origin presented lumbar pain and urine pushing. For the Heart dataset, we can see that 30% of the patients without heart disease were female, with no exercise induced angina, and 0 major vessel colored by fluoroscopy.
At the same time, 23% of the patients with heart disease were male, with an asymptomatic chest pain, and 1 major vessel colored by fluoroscopy. Unfortunately, the Australian dataset does not have the description of its attributes. Anyway, we can notice that the 8th attribute of this dataset is very important to determine the approval or rejection of a credit card application. On the other hand, the 12th attribute is irrelevant, with 90% of the customers having it equal to 2. We refrained from presenting all the QCARs and their corresponding interpretation due to space restriction.
Concluding remarks
Concerning enumerative biclustering of numerical datasets, we proposed here a new version of RIn-Close CVC, named RIn-Close CVC3, which brings a large reduction in memory usage, and also a significant runtime gain. We also showed that the new algorithm also keeps the four key properties of The results of our experiments with synthetic datasets showed that the memory usage of RIn-Close CVC3 was equivalent to the memory usage of RIn-Close CVCP, known to be very attractive.
Also, the results of our experiments with real-world datasets showed that RIn-Close CVC3 presented a linear growth in the memory usage, even though the number of biclusters exhibited an exponential growth with the value of admissible residue (for sufficiently higher values of , the exponential growth will cease and the number of biclusters will converge to a single one). Thus, RIn-Close CVC3 promotes a breakthrough in terms of memory usage by extending the use of lexicographic order for both rows and columns. In this way, a symbol table in memory is no more required and redundancy is avoided by further exploring the lexicographic order. Moreover, the new version also achieved better results in terms of runtime in our experiments. Therefore, the new version dominates its predecessor in all relevant scalability aspects. These are great achievements, opening the possibility of enumerating perturbed maximal CVC biclusters in more challenging scenarios.
Our experimental results also outlined the clear advantages of an online partitioning, as done by
RIn-Close CVC3, over an a priori partitioning. Notice that a priori partitioning is a necessary step for biclustering approaches based on traditional enumerative algorithms of FCA / FPM, such as In-Close or LCM. Moreover, our experimental results indicated that the QCARs extracted from the biclusters produced by RIn-Close CVC3 are valuable and automatic means of providing useful and relevant interpretable models of a dataset, yielding a parsimonious set of relevant rules for discriminating the class labels.
In future works, the interplay between RIn-Close CVC3 biclustering algorithm and QCARs will be further explored in the context of supervised descriptive pattern mining, and also associative classification. We also intend to further explore data-driven parameterization for both a priori and online partitioning enumerative biclustering, making the parameter setting more user-friendly. Since we have enumerative biclustering algorithms such as RIn-Close CVCP (which is specialized in enumerating all maximal and perfect CVC biclusters), we can obtain the biclustering solution of Table B .2 by directly applying RIn-Close CVCP in the dataset of Table B and B.1(c), respectively). It is not true when we consider the original dataset (Table B .1(a)) and = 5 as the maximum perturbation allowed in the partitioning. Table B .2, and so on. In fact, in this example, only 4 biclusters are in their maximal versions and 7 biclusters are missed when the a priori partition is applied.
A proposal to mitigate these drawbacks of Class1 algorithms is the assignment of multiple items for values near the boundary of the bins [19] . Table B .1(d) shows an example of itemization with multiple items assignments. Table B .5 lists all maximal perfect CTV biclusters of ones from Table B .1(d) with at least two rows and one column. Notice that this solution is not complete when compared to the one in Table B y1 y2 y3 y4  x1  3  3  2  3  x2  3  3  3  3  x3  1  1  3  3  x4  3  3  3  2  x5  2  3  2  2  x6  1  2  1  1  x7  1  3  3  3  x8  2  1 3 1 (c): Dataset of Table B .1(b) after itemization. y1 y2 y3 y4 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 x1 
